ABSTRACT. Given a smooth projective toric variety X Σ of complex dimension n, Fang-Liu-Treumann-Zaslow [FLTZ] showed that there is a quasi-embedding of the differential graded (dg) derived category of coherent sheaves Coh(X Σ ) into the dg derived category of constructible sheaves on a torus Sh(T n , Λ Σ ). Recently, Kuwagaki [Ku2] proved that the quasi-embedding is a quasi-equivalence, and generalized the result to toric stacks. Here we give a different proof in the smooth projective case, using non-characteristic deformation of sheaves to find twisted polytope sheaves that co-represent the stalk functors.
INTRODUCTION
Toric varieties are certain compactifications of the complex torus (C * ) n . They provide many interesting examples, and can be studied in various ways, using algebraic geometry, symplectic geometry or combinatorics.
For example, let X Σ be a smooth projective toric vareity corresponding to a fan Σ, and L an ample line bundle with a lifting of the (C * ) n -action. Then there is a convex polytope ∆ L in R n , where R n is identified with the dual Lie algebra Lie(T n ) ∨ and T n = (U (1)) n is the maximal compact real subgroup of (C * ) n . The convex polytope ∆ L can be understood in the following ways,
(1) Algebraically, ∆ L is the convex hull of the characters appearing in the weight decomposition of H 0 (X, L) under the (C * ) n -action. (2) Symplectically, ∆ L is the moment polytope of the Hamiltonian action T n on (X, ω), where ω is a symplectic 2-form with [ω] = c 1 (L). (3) Combinatorially, ∆ L is the intersection of half-spaces Q ρ = {x ∈ R n | x, v ρ ≤ a ρ }, one for each compactifying divisor D ρ of X given by a vector v ρ ∈ Z n , and a ρ is the vanishing order of the invariant (meromorphic) section along the divisor D ρ .
In the case where L is not ample, the corresponding polytope becomes a 'twisted polytope', as explained in Figure 1 . The name originates from the paper of Karshon and Tolman [KT] , where they generalized the moment map to the case where ω is degenerate. FIGURE 1. Twistings of a convex polytope. As one pushes the edges of the polytopes, a certain edge will shrink to zero-length then reappear on the other side. Note the co-directions of the edges, indicated by hairs, remain fixed. The corresponding twisted polytope sheaves have stalks on green, yellow and blue regions as C, C[1], C [2] , respectively.
The above correspondence between equivariant line bundles and twisted polytopes enjoys a categorification under the name of (equivariant) Coherent-Constructible-Correspondence (CCC).
Theorem 1 ([FLTZ]).
If X is a proper toric variety, there is a corresponding conical Lagrangian Λ Σ ⊂ T * R n and an equivalence of derived (or rather, triangulated dg categories)
where
• P erf T (X Σ ) is the triangulated dg category of perfect complexes of torus-equivariant coherent sheaves on X Σ .
• Sh cc (R n , Λ Σ ) is the triangulated dg category of constructible sheaves on R n which are compactly supported, whose singular supports lie in Λ Σ .
The equivariant CCC implies that there is a quasi-embedding for the non-equivariant case: Proposition 1.1 ( [Tr] ,Proposition 2.4, 2.7). Let π : R n → T n R n /Z n be the projection. Then there exists a functor κ and commutative diagrams
Remark 1. 2 . When X Σ is smooth, the homotopy category of P erf T (X Σ ) (resp. P erf (X Σ )) coincide with the usual D b Coh T (X Σ ) (resp. D b Coh(X Σ )).
Remark 1.3.
Under the quotient map π : R n → T n , all the upstairs objects in R n are unadorned, and downstairs objects in T n have overlines.
And it is conjectured that this quasi-embedding is a quasi-equivalence. The conjecture has been verified in certain cases by Treumann [Tr] , Scherotzke-Sibilia [SS] and Kuwagaki [Ku1] . Recently, it has been fully proven by Kuwagaki [Ku2] in the generality of toric stacks, using gluing descriptions of ∞-categories on both sides.
In this paper, we prove the non-equivariant CCC for smooth projective toric varieties, by showing the κ-images of line bundles generate the constructible sheaf category.
Theorem 2.
Let X Σ be a smooth projective toric variety of complex dimension n, then there is an quasi-equivalence of category κ :
where Λ Σ is a conical Lagrangian in T * T n .
The key part of the proof is as following. For any point θ ∈ T n , there is a constructible sheaf P [θ] on T n as the κ-image of a certain line bundle (c.f. Definition 4.1), such that for any sheaf F ∈ Sh(T n , Λ Σ ), its stalk at the point θ can be computed by
(1) This immediately implies that if F satisfies Hom(κ(L), F ) = 0 for all the line bundles L on X Σ , then F = 0. In other words, the stalk functors in Sh(T n , Λ Σ ) are co-represented by κ-images of line bundles on X Σ . We thank David Treumann for the suggestion of co-representing the stalk functors.
The quasi-isomorphism (1) is due to a non-characteristic deformation argument for constructible sheaf. We define a 1-parameter family of sheaves {P t } t∈ [0, 1] , such that (1) P 0 = j B! C B , where B is a small enough convex open set around θ, such that F θ Γ(B, F ) Hom(P 0 , F ). (2)
(3) For t ∈ (0, 1), take the linear interpolation between P 0 and P 1 , and show that
By the non-characterstic deformation lemma 1 , Hom(P t , F ) is invariant during the deformation, hence we get (1). Example 1.4 (Expanding family of twisted polytope sheaves). The example of Hirzebruch surface F 2 , see Figure 2 . Here we describe the sheaf P [x] upstairs in R 2 , where P [π(x)] := π * P [x] and π : R 2 → T 2 is the quotient map. The point we want to probe is at x = (−0.5, 0), marked in black. The green, blue, red and black curves are the boundaries of the twisted polytopes in the interpolating family P t . The green and blue ones are still open convex polytope, the red and black ones are twisted. We marked the direction of the singular support for the sheaf P red corresponding red curve, and note that SS
Remark 1.5. The collection of line bundles as the κ-preimages of {P [θ] } is a finite collection, since sheaves in Sh(T n , Λ Σ ) admits a finite stratification depending only on Λ Σ . In the case of P n , they turn out to be O(1), · · · , O(n + 1), and form an exceptional collection. However, for general toric variety, even smooth Fano ones, the collection of line bundles cannot always be an exceptional collection [E, HP] .
However, for any collection of line bundles L 1 , · · · , L N , Craw-Smith [CS] considered the endomorphism algebra A = End(⊕ N i=1 L i ) and defined a bound quiver of sections (Q, R) associated with A. It would be interesting to study our collection of line bundles using this quiver approach.
The outline of the paper is the following. In section 2 we review the background on constructible sheaves, in particular state the non-characteristic deformation lemma. In section 3, we review toric geometry and state the relevant results from [FLTZ, Tr] on the equivariant and non-equivariant CCC functors. In section 4, we prove our main theorem. 
CONSTRUCTIBLE SHEAVES
Here we give a quick review on constructible sheaves, following the introduction of [N] and the Appendix of [STW] very closely. For a thorough account on constructible sheaf theory and its relation with Fukaya category, see [KS, S] and [NZ] .
We first give the categorical background, especially the definition for dg enhancement of the triangulated derived categories. Then we give some useful formulae for practical computations. Then we take a brief detour in symplectic geometry to define conical Lagrangian in cotangent bundles, so that we can define the singular support SS(F ) of a constructible sheaf F . Finally, we discuss various non-characteristic deformations results, where the sections Γ(U t , F ), or more generally the hom-complexes Hom(P t , F ), is invariant upto quasi-isomorphism as U t or P t vary. • A presheaf F valued in Vect is a functor
A presheaf F is a sheaf, if for any collection of open subsets {U i } i∈I , we have an exact sequence
• Let C(X) be the abelian category of complexes of sheaves on X, with morphisms being degree-zero chain maps.
• Let K(X) be the homotopy category of C(X), where objects are the same as C(X), ands morphisms are chain maps upto homotopy equivalences
is defined to be the full subcategory of complexes with bounded cohomologies.
To define constructibility, let X be a real analytic manifold. We fix an algebro-geometric category C, e.g., the category of subanalytic sets. A Whitney stratification S = {S α } α∈A of X by C-submanifolds, is a decomposition X = α∈A S α into disjoint strata {S α } indexed by A, where S α are locally closed C-submanifolds and S α ∩ S β = ∅ if and only if S α ⊂ S β , and any pair of distinct strata (S α , S β ) satisfies the Whitney condition, that is, if a sequence {x n ∈ S α } and a sequence {y n ∈ S β } converges to a point y ∈ S β , such that in some local coordinate patch, the secant lines x i y i converges to a line l and the tangent planes T xi S α converges to a plane τ , then l ⊂ τ .
Let S = {S α } be a Whitney stratification of X. An object F
• ∈ D(X) is said to be S-constructible, if the restrictions H i (F • )| Sα of its cohomology sheaves to the strata of S are finite-rank and locally constant. We denote by D S (X) the full subcategory of D(X) spanned by S-constructible objects, and denote by D c (X) the full subcategory of D(X) spanned by constructible sheaves for some Whitney stratification. If the stratification S is finite, then by the finite rank condition on cohomology sheaves,
Next, we define the differential graded(dg) derived category. For a review on dg category and dg quotient construction, see [Ke] and [Dr] .
• The (naive) dg category Sh naive (X) has objects as chain complexes of sheaves F
• , same as C(X), and morphisms are chain complexes, with the degree n element as
and differentials are given by
• The dg derived category Sh(X) is the dg quotient of Sh naive (X) by the full subcategory spanned by acyclic objects [Dr] . This is a triangulated dg category whose cohomology category H 0 (Sh(X)) is canonically equivalent to the derived category D(X) as a triangulated category.
• The dg derived category of bounded constructible categories Sh b c (X) is the full subcategory of Sh(X), whose objects F
• have bounded constructible cohomology sheaves. For a fixed Whitney stratification S of X, the S-constructible dg derived category Sh S (X) is the full dg subcategory of Sh(X) spanned by objects projecting to D S (X).
• A dg functor F : C → D of dg categories is a quasi-embedding (resp. quasi-equivalence) if and only if the induced cohomological functor H(F ) :
is an embedding (resp. equivalence).
In this paper, we will only work with constructible sheaves, and will omit the subscript c for constructibility. To simplify notation, we use sheaf F to mean complex of sheaves F
• , Hom X to mean hom-complex Hom
Useful Formulae for Computations.
Inspite of the abstract categorical definitions, constructible sheaves enjoy many functorial properties which faciliates actual computations. Here we give some useful formulae and examples.
We use f * , f * , f ! , f ! , H om, ⊗ to mean the corresponding dg derived functors:
where f : Y → X is a map of real analytic manifolds.
The Verdier duality D : Sh(X) o → Sh(X) is an anti-involution. It interchanges shriek with star
The shrieks and stars are directly related in two cases: when f is proper f ! = f * ; when f is a smooth morphism of relative dimension
, where or Y /X is the orientation sheaf of the fiber.
Given an open subset U of X and its closed complement Z,
we have j * = j ! and i * = i ! . Furthermore, there are exact triangles
These are sheaf-theoretic incarnations of excisions: applied to the constant sheaf on X and taking global sections, we get The constructible sheaves can be 'constructed' by taking shifts and mapping cones of certain finite collection of sheaves. Let T = {τ α } be a triangulation of X by simplices j α : τ α → X, where each τ α is the embedding image of some open simplex. We denote by C * (T ) the the full dg subcategory of Sh T (X) spanned by standard objects j α * C τα . The morphisms between standard objects are quasi-isomorphic to complexes concentrated at degree zero.
Applying Verdier duality to the standard sheaves, we get the costandard sheaves D(j α * C τα ) = j α! ω τα . We have
We denote by C ! (T ) the the full dg subcategory of Sh T (X) spanned by costandard objects j α! ω τα 
where we have identified the orientation sheaf on R n with the constant sheaf by chosing an orientation on R n .
Conical Lagrangian and Singular Support.
In this subsection, we define singular supports of constructible sheaves. Roughly speaking, singular supports encode the 'positions and directions' where sections 'fail to propagate'. We first need to introduce notations from symplectic and contact geometry.
Let X be a smooth manifold, T * X its cotangent bundle with the canonical one-form λ = pdq and the canonical sympletic two form ω = dλ = dp ∧ dq. LetṪ * X = T * X\X, where X is identified with the zero section in T * X. Let T ∞ X =Ṫ * X/R >0 , where R >0 acts by fiberwise dilation. There is a natural fiberwise compactifiation of T * X to T * X, where T ∞ X corresponds to the divisor at infinity T * X\T * X ( [NZ] , §5.1.1).
A contact manifold (M, ξ) is a smooth manifold of odd dimension 2m + 1, with a smooth rank 2m subbundle ξ ⊂ T M , called a hyperplane distribution, such that locally ξ = ker(α) for some one-form α and α ∧ (dα) m = 0. Such a one-form α is called a contact form. The Reeb vector field with respect to a contact form α is the unique vector field R such that ι R α = 1 and ι R dα = 0. A contactomorphism between contact manifolds is a diffeomorphism that preserves the hyperplane distributions.
The divisor T ∞ X at infinity of the compactification T * X has a natural contact structure defined in the following way: Fix any smooth section H of the R >0 -bundleṪ * X → T ∞ X, then T ∞ X is diffeomorphic to H by the section map; the canonical one-form λ of T * X restricts to a contact form α on H, hence induces a contact structure ξ on T ∞ X. If we fix a Riemmanian metric on X, then the section H can be taken as the unit cosphere bundle
The Reeb flow on S * X is the unit geodesic flow. We will identify S * X and T ∞ X. A conical Lagrangian Λ ⊂ T * X is a Lagrangian (possibly singular) invariant under the R >0 -action. A homogenous conical Lagrangian is a one contained inṪ * X. Given a conical Lagrangian Λ, we define the associated Legendrians as
Conversely, given a Legendrian L ⊂ T ∞ X, we use Lag(L) to denote the homogeneous conical Lagrangian inṪ * X as the preimage of the quotientṪ * X → T ∞ X.
Let S = {S α } α∈A be a Whitney stratification of X, then there is a canonical conical Lagrangian associated to S,
Let F be a S-constructible sheaf in Sh S (X) for a Whitney stratification S. The singular support SS(F ) is a (singular) conical Lagrangian contained in Λ S defined in the following way: a point (x, η) ∈ T * X is not in the singular support SS(F ), if there is a small open ball B(x, ) around x, and a Morse function f : B(x, ) → R, with f (x) = 0 and df (x) = η, such that for any 0 < δ 1, the canonical restriction morphism
is a quasi-isomorphism. We use
to denote the Legendrian in T ∞ X associated to the conical Lagrangian SS(F ) in T * X. Then j * C U is supported on the closed set U , with singular support at infinity as
And j ! C U is supported on the open set U , with singular support at infinity as
Here the Legendrians are represented by co-oriented hypersurfaces in R 2 with hairs indicating the coorientation.
The following Lemma from [KS] is useful in characterising the singular support under ⊗ and H om. Proposition 2.6 (Proposition 5.4.14 of [KS] ). Let F and G belong to Sh
a is the fiberwise anti-podal map in T * X and ± is the fiberwise sum/substraction in T * X.
For a version without assuming SS ∞ (F ) ∩ SS ∞ (G) = ∅, see Corollary 6.4.5 and 6.2.4 in loc.cit.
Non-characteristic Deformation Lemma. Just as in Morse theory
, where a level sets f −1 (t) of a Morse function f on M has constant diffeomorphism type when t varies in the connected components of the complement of the critical values of f , the non-characteristic deformation results for constructible sheaves are about the invariance of the hom-complexes Hom(F t , G t ) for families of sheaves {F t } and {G t }, when SS ∞ (F ) and SS ∞ (G) are disjoint.
We first state the version regarding sections of a sheaf over an increasing sequence of open sets.
Proposition 2.7 (Proposition 2.7.2 in [KS] )
. Let X be a real analytic manifold, F a bounded complex of constructible sheaves in Sh(X), and let {U t } t∈R be a family of open subsets of X. We assume the following conditions:
(1) U t = s<t U s for all t ∈ R.
(2) For all pairs (s, t) with s ≤ t, the set U t \U s ∩ Supp(F ) is compact.
(3) Setting Z s = ∩ t>s U t \U s 2 , we have for all pairs (s, t) with s ≤ t and all x ∈ Z s \U t , that
Then we have for all t ∈ R, the quasi-isomorphism
Remark 2.8. The section functor can be viewed as Γ(U t , F ) = Hom(j Ut! C Ut , F ). Hence this is a special case for Hom(G t , F t ). The advantage for this version is that the results holds for the section over union of the open sets {U s }, instead of just between pairs of open sets U t , U s for some finite t, s.
The following two versions of the non-characteristic deformation results are not going to be used in the paper. It is presented here since their conceptual pictures are somewhat clearer.
Proposition 2.9 (Corollary 2.10, [S]). Let
I be an open interval of R, let q : M × I → I be the projection, and let ι s be the embedding
Since the hom-complex can be obtained by taking the global section of hom-sheaf, we have a noncharacteristic deformation result for Hom(F t , G t ). First we state a lemma:
Lemma 2.10 (Petrowsky theorem for Sheaves, Corollary 4.6 [S]). Let F, G be bounded constructibles sheaves in
is an isomorphism.
Proposition 2.11. Let
s G, and (3) q is proper on Supp(F ) and Supp(G).
Then we have isomorphisms
Proof. Consider the hom-sheaf H om(F, G). We claim that
And there exists ((x, t), (p 1 , τ 1 )) ∈ SS(F ) and ((x, t), (p 2 , τ 2 )) ∈ SS(G), such that p 1 − p 2 = 0 and τ 1 − τ 2 = τ (Proposition 2.6). By condition (1), p 1 = 0 and p 2 = 0. By condition (2) , if p 1 , p 2 are non-zero then p 1 = p 2 . Hence it is impossible to have p 1 − p 2 = 0, and the claim is proven.
Hence by Proposition 2.9, we have
Finally, we claim that (H om(F, G) ) by assumption and the first claim. Hence we have
where Petrowsky Theorem is applied in the last isomorphism. The same is true by replacing F with G and H om(F, G). Then
This finishes the proof of the proposition.
TORIC GEOMETRY
An n-dimensional smooth projective complex manifold X is toric if there is a holomorphic (C * ) n -action with an open dense orbit X o on which (C * ) n acts freely. The complement of the open orbit D = X\X o is a simple normal crossing divisor with irreducible torus-invariant components.
We first review the standard setup and notation for the combinatorial data used for defining a toric variety. Then we explain the relationship between equivariant line bundles, toric divisors, and twisted polytopes (as a collection of labeled vertices). Finally, we review 'twisted polytope sheaves', the corresponding constructible sheaves for equivariant line bundles under the equivariant CCC.
Fan Data.
The data of a toric manifold can be expressed combinatorically using a fan. Let N Z n be a rank n lattice, with N R = N ⊗ Z R. Let M = Hom(N, Z) be the dual lattice and M R = M ⊗ Z R be the dual vector space. Let −, − : M R × N R → R be the dual pairing. Let T M = M R /M be a real n-dimensional torus, and π : M R → T M be the quotient map. We recall the following definitions.
(1) A convex polyhedral cone σ ⊂ N R is a set of the form σ = cone(S) = { u∈S λ u u | λ u ≥ 0}, where the cone generator S ⊂ N R is a finite subset. A cone σ is rational if there is a generator S for σ such that S ⊂ N . A cone is strongly convex if it does not contain any non-trivial linear subspace of N R . (2) Let σ ∈ Σ be a cone, we define the dual (closed) cone σ ∨ as
We also define σ ⊥ = {x ∈ M | x, y = 0, ∀y ∈ σ} ⊂ M R , and σ o (resp. (σ ∨ ) o ) as the relative interior of σ (resp. σ ∨ ). (3) A face of a cone σ is the subset H m ∩ σ for some m ∈ σ ∨ and H m = m ⊥ . We use σ(r) to denote the collection of r-dimensional faces of σ. (4) A fan Σ in N R is a finite collection of strongly convex rational polyhedral cones σ ⊂ N R , such that (a) if σ ∈ Σ then any face of σ is in Σ, and (b) if σ 1 , σ 2 are cones in Σ then σ 1 ∩ σ 2 is a face in both σ 1 and σ 2 . We use Σ(r) to denote the collection of r-dimensional cones in Σ. Assumption: We will always assume Σ to be a smooth projective fan.
The affine toric variety X σ is then defined by
, and X τ → X σ is an open inclusion. We may equip Σ with a partial ordering, for τ, σ ∈ Σ, τ ≤ σ ⇐⇒ τ ⊂ σ. Then X Σ can be glued together from affine open pieces X σ , as a colimit of schemes X Σ = colim σ∈Σ X σ .
Toric Divisors, Support Functions and Twisted Polytopes.
For each ray ρ ∈ Σ(1), let v ρ ∈ ρ ∩ N be a minimal ray generator, λ vρ : C * → N ⊗ Z C * as the one-parameter subgroup, and D ρ = {lim t→0 λ vρ (t) · x | x ∈ X o } the torus-invariant divisor, or, a toric divisor. We write ρ for a summation over the rays ρ ∈ Σ(1) when there is no danger of confusion.
If a ρ ∈ Z for all ρ, then D is an integral toric divisor, or toric Z-divisor. There are two equivalent ways to describe a toric divisor, either using a support function ϕ D on N R , or a twisted polytope χ D on M R .
Definition 3.1 (Support function).
A support function for Σ is a continuous piecewise linear function ϕ : N R → R, such that for each maximal cone σ ∈ Σ(n), the restriction ϕ| σ is linear.
• A support function ϕ is integral if it sends N to Z.
• A support function ϕ is convex, if for any x, y ∈ N R ϕ(tx + (1 − t)y) ≤ tϕ(x) + (1 − t)ϕ(y).
• Furthermore, we say ϕ is strictly convex, if the strict inequality holds whenever x, y is not contained in the same cone.
Definition 3.2 (Twisted polytope). A twisted polytope for Σ is an assignment of element in
• A twisted polytope χ is integral if the function χ σ ∈ M for all σ ∈ Σ(n).
• If χ is a twisted polytope, then for any cone σ ∈ Σ, we define χ σ ∈ M R /σ ⊥ by χ σ = Affine Hull({χ τ | τ is a maximal cone containing σ}) ⊂ M R .
• For any x ∈ M R , let χ + x denote the translated twisted polytope that sends σ → χ σ + x for any σ ∈ Σ(n).
Remark 3.3. The data for a twisted polytope is a collection of the vertices, labelled by Σ(n).
Proposition 3.4. Let Σ be an n-dimensional smooth projective fan. Then we have a canonical equivalences among the following three types of objects.
In particular, integral toric divisors corresponds to integral twisted polytopes and integral support functions.
Proof. (2) ⇔ (3)
. Given χ, we may define ϕ by ϕ(x) = χ σ , x if x ∈ σ for some maximal cone σ ∈ Σ(n). This is well-defined since if x ∈ σ ∩ τ , then χ σ , x = χ τ , x . Conversely, given ϕ, then for each maximal cone σ, the linear function ϕ| σ determines an element in M R , denoted by χ σ . The continuity of ϕ ensures
(1) ⇔ (3). Given a toric R-divisor D = ρ a ρ D ρ , for each ρ ∈ Σ(1), we define ϕ| ρ : ρ → R by v ρ → a ρ . Since the cones of Σ are simplicial, there is a unique piecewise linear extension of ϕ to N R that is linear in each cone of Σ. Conversely, given ϕ, let a ρ = ϕ(v ρ ) for each ρ ∈ Σ(1).
The claim on integrality is straightforward to verify. This finishes the proof of the Proposition. 
3.3. Constructible Sheaves and Twisted Polytope Sheaves. Let M, N be dual rank-n lattices, and Σ a smooth complete fan in N R . We define the conical Lagrangians
We denote the push-forward of Λ Σ to T * T M by Λ Σ , or directly we have
Definition 3.8 (Standard Shard Sheaves). For any cone σ ∈ Σ, c ∈ M R /σ ⊥ , we define the closed subset Q(σ, c) ⊂ M R and the standard sheaf P (σ, c) as
Definition 3.9 (Twisted Polytope Sheaves on M R ). Let χ be a twisted polytope for Σ, let D be the corresponding toric R-divisor. The twisted polytope sheaf P (χ) on M R is defined by the following chain complex of sheaves, with C M R at degree −n,
where d k for k = 1, · · · , n is given in the following way:
where the sum is over σ k−1 ∈ Σ(k − 1), σ k ∈ Σ(k), and
is the canonical restriction, and the sign sgn(σ k−1 , σ k ) = ±1 is chosen such that d 2 = 0 (see the following remark).
If D is any toric R-divisor, χ = χ D the corresponding twisted polytope, we sometimes write P (D) for P (χ D ).
Remark 3.10. We can be more concrete about the sign choices sgn(σ k−1 , σ k ). One way is to fix a linear ordering of the rays Σ(1), then a k-dimensional simplicial cone σ k can be identified with the ordered set
Another way is to fix the orientations of all cones in Σ once and for all, and sgn(σ k−1 , σ k ) = ±1 depending on if σ k−1 agrees with the induced boundary orientation of σ k . ; FIGURE 3. Twisted Polytope Sheaves for P 1 . Example 3.11. Consider the example of P 1 , where Σ(1) = {Rv 1 , Rv 2 }, where v 1 = 1 and v 2 = −1. We still need to fix the 'offset parameters' χ i for each v i . We consider the following three cases
where we briefly abuse notation and denote by C A the constant sheaf supported on the subset A. The supports of the standard sheaves in the chain complexes also shown in Figure 3 .
Since M R is a vector space, we have the addition operation v :
The addition operation induces the convolution product for sheaves Sh(M R )
We have the following properties of twisted polytope sheaves. Proposition 3.12. Let Σ be a smooth projective fan, D = ρ a ρ D ρ a toric R-divisor, and P (D) the twisted polytope sheaves on M R . Then
(1) If D is integral, then there is a unique up to isomorphism equivariant line bundle O X (D) on X Σ , and
In particular P (0) = j {0} * C {0} is the skyscraper sheaf at point 0.
(2) If D is an ample divisor, then P (D) is a costandard sheaf supported on a simplicial convex polytope, with each facet corresponding to a ray ρ ∈ Σ(1), and each vertex corresponding to a maximal cone σ ∈ Σ(n).
For any x ∈ M R , the stalk P (D) x has cohomology in degrees between −n and 0.
, where is the convolution product on M R . (6) Let χ be any twisted polytope, then (−) P (χ) :
The functor (−) P (χ) has an inverse (−) P (−χ)
Proof. The results are given in [FLTZ, Tr] , with straightforward adaptations from integer to real coefficients.
Proof. From the chain complex definition for P (χ), we have
If (x, p) ∈ SS(P (χ)) ∩ Λ Σ and p = 0, then there are non-zero cones σ, τ ∈ Σ, such that
Hence p ∈ σ ∩ τ .Thus σ ∩ τ contains at least a ray ρ ∈ Σ(1), otherwise p = 0. Consider x, v ρ . Since x ∈ χ σ + σ ⊥ , we have x, v ρ = a ρ . On the other hand, x ∈ M + τ ⊥ , hence x, v ρ ∈ Z. This contradicts with a ρ / ∈ Z for any ρ ∈ Σ(1). Thus the lemma is proven.
Definition 3.14 (Twisted Polytope Sheaves on T M ). Let χ be a twisted polytope for Σ, P (χ) the twisted polytope sheaf for χ on M R , then the twisted polytope sheaf for χ on T M is
where π * = π ! since π is proper on Supp P (χ).
Remark 3.15. For any lattice point x ∈ M , the shifted polytope χ + x defines the same twisted polytope sheaf,
The following is stated in [Tr] . 
PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM
Let P be the full dg subcategory of Sh(M R , Λ Σ ) spanned by the integral twisted polytope sheaves on M R , and let P be the full dg subcategory of Sh(T M , Λ Σ ) spanned by the integral twisted polytope sheaves on T M .
The follow proposition is the heart of this paper. We first define the probe sheaves for the stalk over x ∈ M R and θ ∈ T M . For any θ ∈ T M , we may fix any lift x of θ in M R , then define
Since different lifts of x differ by an element in M , hence the push-forward is independent of the choice of the lift. (cf. Remark 3.15. ) Proposition 4.2. For any point θ ∈ T M , there is a unique twisted polytope sheaf P [θ] on T M , such that for any sheaf F ∈ Sh(T M , Λ Σ ), the stalk at θ can be computed by Hence it suffices to prove that for any fixed x ∈ M R , we have
Since Σ is smooth projective, there exists an integral ample toric divisor
Then the twisted polytope sheaf P (A) is supported on ∆ A , with stalk C[n]. Since a ρ > 0, we have 0 ∈ ∆ A .
Fix 0 > 0 small enough, depending only on x and Λ Σ , such that for any 0 < ≤ 0 ,
where ∆ D (x) + A , = x + ∆ A is a shifted open convex polytope around x. This is possible since F is a polyhedral constructible sheaf, and ∆ A is a convex set. In particular, we may shrink 0 and further assume that 0 a ρ + x, v ρ < x, v ρ + 1, for all ρ ∈ Σ(1). 
